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GaAs MQW Modulators Integrated
with Silicon CMOS
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Abstract—We demonstrate integration of GaAs–AIGaAs multi-
ple quantum well modulators to silicon CMOS circuitry via flip-
chip solder-bonding followed by substrate removal. We obtain
$J.5~0 device yield for 32 x 32 arrays of devices with 15 micron
solder pads. We show operation of a simple circuit composed of
a modulator and a CMOS transistor.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

OR many years now a much desired goal of those working
on optical interconnects and optical computing has been

the integration of high density silicon electronics with high
performance GaAs-based optoelectronics. In particular, the
possibility of direct optical communication to logic chips
has stimulated much work on photonic switching [1]. The
most desirable product is one where the silicon circuitry is

state-of-the-art, and unaffected by the integration with the
optoelectronics. For this reason flip-chip solder bonding to
finished silicon chips has been pursued [2]. Furthermore,
modulators, which can be fabricated in densities of thousand

per chip [3], are the preferred optoelectronic component in
many systems such as in [1]. Finally, GaAs–AIGaAs multiple
quantum well modulators operating at 850 nm offer the high-
est performance compared to longer wavelength modulators
[4], [5].

In [6], we demonstrated that the GaAs substrate could
be removed after flip-chip bonding, allowing operation at
850 nm. This procedure of bonding, followed by substrate
removal, has been explored in detail by us, and here we
present its application to silicon CMOS, thus fulfilling the

above-stated goal. We demonstrate here a 99.99?0 bond yield
with a steadily improving %~o device yield. Furthermore, all
aspects of this procedure appear to fit within a manufacturable
scheme, with no thin-film handling required as in epitaxial
lift-off [7]. We have even demonstrated that completed chips
can be sawed without damage, allowing batch fabrication of

many chips at once. In [6], the devices operated at high optical
intensity (80 kW/cm2), a huge thermal flux and electrical
current density, showing excellent heat-sinking and ohmic
contact. The device was thermally cycled from 300 C to
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Fig. 1. Three-step hybridization process: 1) Fabrication, aligning, and bond-
ing of modulator chip on silicon chip, 2) Flowing etch-protestant between
chips, which is allowed to harden. 3) Removal of GaAs substrate using
jet etcher, and deposition of AR coating. The epoxy can be removed after
substrate removal, as desired.

1000 C over a hundred times, and it showed no degradation,
showing the practicality of the technique.

The fabrication procedure is outlined in Fig. 1. Modulators
are produced in the GaAs chip whose n and p contacts are
coplanar. In [6] this was accomplished by depositing thick
gold over the bottom contact. Here we employ implantation

[8]. Lead-tin is deposited on these for a solder using pho-
tolithography. The silicon chips are obtained from the MOSIS
foundry facility. The chip have 1.2 micron linerules. Mating
aluminum pads from the modulators are designed on those
chips, and a Ti–Pt–Au layer is deposited on them (in our lab)
to provide a solder-wettable surface. A precision bonder made
by Research Devices in Piscataway, NJ was employed to bond

the chips together. Two-micron accuracy is routine.
A key feature of the technique for tlip-chip bonding then

substrate removal is the etching of outer mesas around the
devices into the substrate. Then, when the substrate is removed
by applying a chemical stream to it (that stops on the AIGaAs
‘stop-etch layer), isolated devices will be left. This is desirable
since, if the stop etch layer was left extending over the
whole chip, slight warpages would cause it to break, possibly
damaging the modulators. This procedure requires placing
something between the mesas so that the substrate etchant does
not attack the front faces of the chips. The substrate etchant,
100:1 H202 :NH40H, does not attack Si or Al appreciably.
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Fig. 3.
Fig. 2. Photo of integrated GaAs modulators on silicon CMOS. Results on
the transistor modulator circuit (near bottom of photo) are presented here.
Results on the complex circuits will be reported later.

However, it would attack the GaAs regions of the modulators.
To protect the front faces of the chips, a silica-filled epoxy was
flowed between the chips and allowed to harden, as shown in
the middle pictorial of Fig. 1. This was done by depositing a
bead of the epoxy on the side of the GaAs substrate using a
optical fiber manipulated by a precision stage. The epoxy then

wicked neatly between the chips. The chip is heated to 1000 C

to reduce the viscosity of the epoxy so that it flows between the
chips more easily. It is possible to meter the amount of epoxy
so that it just fills the volume between chips. The epoxy is
then cured by baking the chip at 100 “C for one hour. Epoxies
have been used previously in this manner in flip-chip bonded
assemblies to provide hermetic sealing and increase robustness

[9]. For those applications the epoxy is termed an encapsulant,
or underfill. Here we call it an interchip flowable hardener, to
express the added function of providing a surface between the
chips that is impenetrable by the substrate etch. The epoxy can
be removed after substrate removal by applying a dry plasma
etch using 5:1 02 :CF4 flow rates.

In these devices, a Ti–Au pad, place next to the n ohmic
contact, is used as an integral reflector. We have previously Fi~ A,

GaAs modulator test array on silicon.

Best section of LED {forward-biased modulator) array with 98/99
demonstrated that modulators such as these using pure Au
pads have performance equal to the best monolithic GaAs
modulators [10]. Here the Ti was added to provide better
sticking of the Au and so improve yield. Unfortunately our
Ti–Au only has about 40% reflectivity, so the modulators here
have marginal performance. We are developing schemes to use
pure Au reflectors with good adhesion.

We have fabricated CMOS chips with switching node
electronics (Fig. 2). Results on the switching nodes will be dis-
cussed in a later paper. Here we discuss device performance,
consisting of three tests: n-ohmic bond test arrays, LED device

working devices,

test arrays (forward-biased modulators), and simple circuits
(near bottom, Fig. 2; inset, Fig. 6). Our n-ohmic bond testers
consisted of daisy-chains of devices with only n-contacts. For
these we obtained 99.9470 bond yield for 15x 15 micron solder
pads (Table I). However, our LED test arrays had only 9590
device yield (Fig. 4). We have attributed this to an observable
intermetallic reaction that occurs between the solder and the

P-tYPe metal during solder reflow (melting), which is shown
in Fig. 6, This reaction is visible in about half the devices
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Fig. 5
scope

Two bonded devices viewed through substrate with infrared mi
The “tab’-shaped metal is the pohmic contact. The device on the

mo-
Ieft

sho-ws no degradatio-n. The device on the right shows a reaction with the
solder. There is a strong correlation with this observation and a failed device.
We are examining methods of bonding without reflow to avoid this effect.
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Fig, 6, Reflectivity of modulator in inset circuit versus gate-source voltage,
showing electrical integration. Modulation is degraded compared to earlier
devices using Au as a reflector (here T1–Au is used).

with an infrared microscope. We have measured that if an
LED is dark, there is a 96% probability that it also exhibits
the intermetallic reaction. The reaction could be avoided by
not performing reflow. However, it is during reflow, which is
performed in a solder flux, when the solder oxide is removed.
We have attempted bonding without reflow, by subjecting the
chips to a plasma before bonding to remove the oxide. We have
obtained sections of arrays as large as 12 x 42 with uniform
illumination of all devices, but the results are still incomplete.

Finally, we show here a simple CMOS-modulator circuit
(inset, Fig. 6). This circuit is shown on the bottom of the
photo in Fig. 2. By charging the gate of the transistor, the
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TABLE I
YIELD OF ARRAYS OF GaAs DEVICES WITH Two

n-OHMIC CONTACTS SOLDER-BONDED TO SILICON

pad size a

(microns)
rraysize bond yield

transistor turns on and the modulator is biased. In Fig. 6 we
show the turn-on characteristic. The design gate threshold of
this transistor is about one volt. The turn-on of the modulator
at 200 mV is consistent with this since the modulator had only
nanowatts of optical power on it, so required only subthreshold

operation of the transistor.

II. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a practical method of integrating
GaAs modulators onto silicon circuits via flip-chip bonding,
followed by substrate removal. We obtain 95% device yield,
and indicate that this can improve to 99.9~0. We have demon-
strated a simple transistor-modulator circuit to prove viability.
More complex circuits will be reported at a later date.
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